Traceability and Risk Analysis Strategies for Addressing Counterfeit Electronics in Supply Chains for Complex Systems
By Daniel DiMase, Zachary A. Collier, Jinae Carlson, Robin B. Gray Jr., and Igor Linkov

There is a growing concern in the microelectronics industry when it comes to integrating counterfeit electronic parts into the supply chain. Unfortunately, the attempts to execute secure measures of testing and supply chain management have been limited.

As we become a more technologically advanced world, the quality of counterfeit parts increases, and thus, it becomes critical that more reliable inspection methods are required in order to maintain the necessary level of security. Although it is inevitable that counterfeits will enter the supply chain regardless of how many security measures are implemented, significant reduction and detection is the goal. In order for companies to better protect themselves, it is essential to know about the complexities of the electronics supply chain, gaps in risk assessment practices, and enhanced traceability capabilities.

Gaining a better understanding of the conflicting issues and strategies that can be implemented will help companies prevent the use of counterfeit electronic parts, and ultimately support the efforts of creating global economic prosperity and national security.

Read the complete article.

ECIA is an SDO (Standards Development Organization) accredited by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) to produce standards for use by the electronic components industry.

ECIA standards committees generate specifications, test procedures and other guidelines primarily for passive electronic components (e.g., sockets, connectors, capacitors, resistors) and related technologies such as soldering or automated component handling equipment that are used worldwide.
In addition, ECIA administers 13 ANSI-accredited US Technical Advisory Groups (TAGs) to the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), located in Geneva, Switzerland. The IEC publishes international standards for all electrical, electronic and related technologies including Smart Grid and Smart Cities.

Your expertise is highly prized! For more information about participation in either the US or international standards development process, please contact Ed Mikoski, ECIA Vice President of Standards and Technology.

Spark at EDS: Call for Participants

Our inaugural 2015 Spark program was a huge success. For 2016, we'll be building on last year's success with a dynamic, 2-½-day schedule of networking opportunities, workshops and career-building seminars led by top industry experts.

Now is the time to bring your best 'next-generation' people to the next level. Register them in the Spark Professional Development Group-only at the 2016 EDS Summit.

This exclusive summit-within-the-Summit will be limited to just 30 selected participants, with a maximum of two persons per company.

Contact Gretchen Oie at 312-648-1140 or gretchen@edsconnects.com to register. All Spark attendees receive a special EDS Spark registration rate of $500.

View Spark program and application.

JJM Search Joins ECIA Services Partners (ESP) Program

ECIA is pleased to announce JJM Search has joined the roster of ECIA Services Partner (ESP) Program companies, providing a full range of human resources services to ECIA members. JJM Search is a global executive search firm founded by Carla Mahrt. JJM is part of the MRI Network, leaders in the search and recruitment industry for over 40 years. Carla utilizes her vast network of electronics industry contacts to place engineers, sales, product management and marketing professionals.

JJM Search tailors its services to the unique needs and budgets of each client company, under several different business models. If the need is immediate and candidates' skills are in high demand, a retained solution may be appropriate; other situations may require contract staffing or contingency arrangements.
Stay Inspired: Justin Constantine Presents at TEDXBEACONSTREET 2015

"You are stronger than you think you are." Executive conference presenter Justin Constantine, a Wounded Warrior, recently delivered a Ted Talk on handling obstacles. Despite suffering a gunshot wound to the head in Iraq, Justin shows us that we are all capable of overcoming life's toughest challenges. He chooses the glass to be half full, not half empty, and encourages all of us to live life in the future, not the past. Visit Justin's website to subscribe to his monthly newsletter.

Keep Getting This Newsletter. Don't let future editions of The Source go missing. Take a moment to add the newsletter's address to your anti-spam white list: ECIANews@ecianow.org. If you're not sure how to do that, ask your administrator or ISP or check your anti-spam utility's documentation. Thanks.
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